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•• There are few, if any, airplane owners who haven't faced
the dilemma of when to overhaul.

With proper care and operation, the average aircraft engine
will last a long time, but even normal wear will eventually
necessitate extensive repairs such as a top overhaul (TOH) or
a major overhaul (MOH). Such repairs are quite expensive
and certainly not anticipated with any degree of enthusiasm.
Then there is the element of safety as well. No need to ex
plain the feelings associated with flight behind an engine of
doubtful condition, especially at night.

So far as the overhaul decision is concerned, some might
say, "That's easy, the engine manufacturers publish the time
between major overhaul (TBO) for each of their engine mod
els." Indeed, the engine builders do provide such data, how
ever the published TBO figures are recommended time periods
based on a mean average. Such numbers do not consider the
worst nor the best situations possible; neither does the TBO
consider the likelihood of a possible TOH.

Under ideal circumstances many engines will easily make it
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to their respective TBO without having to be topped along the
way. In actual practice, the operating and maintenance con
ditions vary to such a degree that it is virtually impossible for
the manufacturer to accurately predict engine life beyond a
calculated average. Thus, the TBO number is, at best, a good
guide line.

There are reliable means of determining an engine's near
ness to an overhaul and the more you know about your en
gine's background the easier such diagnosis becomes for you.
The starting point is engine history which can be summed up
in two basic categories-complete and incomplete knowledge
of the engine's history. For example, an owner who has pur
chased his airplane new and was always the sole operator has
a compiete knowledge of his airplane's engine.

A complete historical knowledge would embrace such situa
tions as the original engine undergoing major repairs, such as
TOH, MOH, or even replacement. Consequently, the owner is
aware of every hour that engine has flown, the operating pro
cedures practiced and all maintenance performed. He will be
equally aware of any abuse or neglect as well. Subsequently,
this historical background, both proper and improper, will
play an important role in helping the owner decide when the
engine is ready for an overhaul.

The other category can be considerably more difficult due
to ignorance of the engine's history. For example, an individ
ual acquiring a previously owned airplane may know little if
anything about its history. The purchaser may have the oppor
tunity to talk with the original owner and if he is honest, and
many are, all well and good. But, I have seen honest owners
unknowingly abuse an engine and it's against human nature
to admit such things even when it is obvious.

The FAA requires the aircraft owner to maintain log books
on both the airframe and engine. Some owners do a very
creditable job, but many do not. I have examined log books
and frequently learned exactly what the owner intended
nothing. For example, a propeller strike resulting in sudden
engine stoppage must be entered in the engine log book. I
know of actual cases where the owner. not an A&P mechanic,
removed the damaged propeller, installed another and made
no entry in the aircraft or engine logs. Illegal, improper, dis
honest-yes, but it does happen.

Such unscrupulous incidents are not limited to prop strikes.
Wrecked airplanes have been removed from the scene without
FAA knowledge, repaired and returned to service with no
entry in either of the aircraft's log books. There are owners
who consistently enter less time in the airplane's logs than
the actual amount flown. Fortunately, such inciden ts are still
the exception rather than the rule. Nevertheless, an individual
acquiring an aircraft of doubtful history must consider such
possibilities with regard to determining engine overhaul time.
The manufacturer's recommended TBO won't be too helpful if
you don't know the actual number of hours on the engine.

You may have acquired a previously owned aircraft that
has low hours since a TOH or complete MOH. This could be
to your advantage, but it could also be otherwi~e. A TOH at
1,800 hours on an engine with recommended TBO of 2,000
hours may not amount to much if you are faced with an MOH
200 hours later. Or a similar engine, with only 200 hours

since an MOH, isn't necessarily going to give you 1,800 more
hours before requiring another overhaul. In such situations,
you need more factual data about the type of work previously
performed.

An engine with only 200 hours since a fresh MOH sounds
good, but the term MOH can be misleading. That terminology
is supposed to indicate that an engine is completely disassem
bled, inspected and reassembled to factory specified limits
but which limits? There are two separate sets of factory spec
ified limits. One set specifies new engine limits and the other
specifies service limits.

A part may be worn beyond new limits and still be within
service limits. Consequently, an MOH could be an engine
completely restored to its original new limits, or to the oppo
site extreme, just barely satisfying service limits, or anywhere
in between.

Thus you need to know what kind of MOH that particular
engine received-new limits, service limits, or somewhere in
between?

It would not be difficult if engine overhauls were properly
labeled. For example, we already know what a new engine
embodies. Next is the remanufactured or rebuilt engine. Such
an engine is overhauled to new engine limits throughout. Last
is the service overhaul. This engine is reassembled to at least

'specifies service limits.
The issue is confused by independent engine shops that

completely overhaul engines to brand new limits, in some
instances turning out better quality than the original manu
facturers. Technically, such engines are rebuilt, only the in
dependent shop isn't allowed to use that word. The really good
shops must confine themselves to the same choice of words
that also label inferior work.

Only the original engine manufacturer is permitted to call
an engine overhauled to new limits "remanufactured". Excel
lent, mediocre and poor, then, are labeled with one "catch all"
term, namely MOH, and, as usual, it's up to the consumer to
ferret out the difference. Fortunately, this can be dOlle. First,
ask to see the overhaul records shOwing exactly what parts
were replaced and how extensive was the work. Don't try to
do this yourself unless you are quite familiar with what is in
volved in an MOH. Hire an A&P mechanic you can trust to do
this for you.

If records aren't available, find out who performed the over
haul and check that agency's or individual's reputation, If
that isn't possible, you are left to assume that the engine may
very well be in doubtful condition. If you are buying an air
plane under such conditions, make your doubts known to the
seller. If he is sincere and repu table, he or the agency will
usually make every effort to provide the information you seek.

Now let's examine the next area of clues that signal need
for overhaul. One of the most noticeable indicators of engine
wear is increasing oil consumption. With a new engine, ob
serve the oil consumption in order to establish a pattern or
trend. One would think that all new engines of a particular
make would be the same in terms of oil consumption, and to
some degree they are; however, no two engines are exactly
alike, therefore, some minor differences will develop.

continued
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Maintaining an oil consumption history ;s one of the ways an airplane owner can spot indications that an overhaul ;s needed.

OVERHAUL continued

Oil consumption with a new engine will decrease during
the first 25 to 50 hours and should be stabilized at the 100
hour mark. A new Continental 10-520 in a Beechcraft Bonan
za might use one quart of oil in three hours at the very begin
ing. By the end of 25 hours, consumption could be one quart
per five hours, or perhaps even one quart in seven hours. If
consumption now holds at, say, one quart every seven hours,
the situation has stabilized and should remain that way.

The normal average for an 10-520 engine is five to seven
hours per quart, some engines consuming slightly more or
less. What is most important is the consistency of consump
tion. Some owners tend to judge the quality of their engine by
the amount of oil it consumes. Thus, an engine getting nine
hours per quart would be a better engine than a similar model
that averaged seven hours per quart. Such a comparison is,
at best, a poor indicator of engine quality. Consistency of
consumption, within normal limits, is more important than
amoun t.

Once a consistent oil consumption is established on a new
engine, the owner should note the amount in his engine log
book for future reference. As engine hours accumulate, oil
consumption should be compared to the original, stabilized
figure. If oil consumption suddenly increases, something is
wrong. Under such circumstances, the engine should be
checked immediately by your maintenance facility. A sudden
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increase in oil consumption could be caused by one or more
of several factors, such as broken piston rings, restricted
crankcase breather, faulty wet vacuum pump or oil separator,
external oil leaks, or other problems.

A gradual increase in oil consumption is nearly always an
indication of cylinder, piston ring and valve guide wear. A
compression check, competently performed, will usually verify
a wear situation. Another way to verify that increasing oil
consumption is due to cylinder and piston ring wear is spark
plug examination. The plugs should always be dry when
removed from a healthy engine (opposed type only).

If all of the bottom spark plugs are wet, but the top plugs
are dry, excessive wear in the valve guides is usually present.
When the top plugs are equally oil-wetted, excessive ring and
cylinder wear are likely. Normally, piston ring and cylinder
wear is a very gradual occurrence and the resultant increase
in oil consumption will be equally gradual.

While a gradual increase in oil consumption usually does
signal excessive ring and cylinder wear, it is not necessarily
an indication that an MOH is needed. This is where historical
background can be helpful. For example, a particular owner
has owned and operated his engine since new. This particular
engine has a TBO of 1,500 hours; however, at 900 hours, the
oil consumption is definitely on the increase. The owner has,
to the best of his knowledge, operated the engine properly
and provided adequate maintenance. Oil-wetted spark plugs,
along with a compression check, verify excessive ring and
cylinder wear.

However, minimum oil pressure at idle and cruise are the
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same as when new. Oil pressure is another useful clue in
determining the engine's mechanical condition. Oil pressure
is simply a measure of the resistance encountered by oil flow
through the engine's lubricating system. The clearances be
tween moving parts are less on a new engine; consequently,
the resistance to flow will be greater and likewise the oil
pressure.

Earlier I mentioned that an owner should record stabilized
oil consumption figures in the engine log. At the same time,
it would be wise to record idle and cruise-speed oil pressures
as well. Cruise-speed oil pressure should be the value indi
cated at normal cruise power with normal engine and oil
temperatures. Idle oil pressure should be taken with the
engine idling at minimum specified idle speed and after an
hour or so of cruising flight to assure normal oil temperature.
The log book entries should be the mean average of a dozen
or so such observations to assure an accurate assessment of
overall conditions.

The engine and airframe manufacturers' operating man
uals state minimum idle and cruise oil pressures. However,
variations between engines, gauges, etc., can result in notice
able differences. In the interest of detecting any future dif
ference you should make your own observations and subse
quent recording at the onset of a new engine's life.

Back to the 900-hour engine in our example. If hot engine
oil pressure at idle speed is where it always is, along with
the other historical factors mentioned, it is reasonably certain
that only a TOH is necessary. Of course your mechanic must
be the final judge, but the odds are in your favor. If you
wonder why you must have a TOH at 900 hours on a 1,500
hour TEa engine, I cannot answer that question. Usually
such a need can be attributed to abuse areas such as excessive
use of high power (over 75% ), inadequate air filter and oil
change maintenance, excessive ground operation, over-heat
ing, excessively lean mixtures and so on-but not always.
There are situations where properly operated and maintained
engines require a TOH well in advance of the TBO expiration.

Also within the realm of the new owner is the situation of
an engine reaching its TBO and showing no signs of de
terioration. The question will nearly always be, "What do I
do now?" Actually you have two choices-have the engine
overhauled, or continue operating until it does show signs
of deterioration.

There are no FAA regulations that require you to have an
engine overhauled at its TBO. If you choose to continue
operating you would do well to have the engine checked
every 100 hours for signs of deterioration. As long as the
engine continues to run well, oil consumption and pressures
remain stable and you can stil! attain rated power and air
speed, there should be no need to overhaul. Notice, I intro
duced two new items, rated power and airspeed. These are
two more factors that can aid you in overhaul determination.

When an engine becomes worn enough to begin losing its
efficiency, it also develops less power for the same instrument
readings. If your airplane is equipped with a fixed-pitch
propeller, you will do well to observe the maximum rpm it
can develop for full-throttle static and takeoff roll conditions
when new. These observations should be made after the
engine is approximately 100 hours into its life.

A new or rebuilt engine will be a per cent or so shy of its
rated power until it is well broken in. When you make such
observations always be cognizant of ambient conditions. If
ambient temperatures and pressures are different between
checks, the rpm can be affected. The checks should always
be made at the same airport and under no-wind conditions.
A few like observations in the beginning should give you a
basis for future reference comparisons. When the engine
begins to lose its efficiency from excess wear, it will show
in an inability to reach the static and takeoff rpm possible
when new.

An even more accurate check can be made with airplanes

equipped with constant-speed propellers. When the engine
is only 100 hours old make some airspeed observations relative
to manifold pressure and rpm. For example, select a manifold
pressure and rpm setting that will deliver 60% power. Note
the maximum indicated airspeed attainable with these settings.

Make a similar check at 70% power and note the indicated
airspeed. Repeat this check several times to obtain a mean
average at each power setting. \\Then you are satisfied that
your observations are accurate, record the data obtained,
along with altitude and ambient conditions, in the aircraft
not engine-log book for future reference. When the engine
does wear sufficiently to lose efficiency you should notice a
lesser airspeed for the same power setting used to establish
your original figures. \\Then making future checks for com
parison with the original one, be certain that you select alti
tudes and ambient conditions as alike as possible to those of

. the original check.
Now let's sum up the items that will help in determining

when your engine is getting near to overhaul:
1. A complete background history of the engine from new,

regarding operation and maintenance care, is most helpful.
2. A gradual increase in oil consumption from an original

and consistent level signals excessive piston ring and cylinder
wear.

3. Consistent oil wetting of the spark plugs, especially the
top plugs, indicates valve guide, ring and cylinder wear.

4. Compression checks that consistently indicate below
normal readings warn of excessive wear and the need to
overhaul.

5. A gradual deterioration of engine oil pressure at cruise
and hot idle from the original numbers usually is indicative
of excessive wear throughout the engine. Necessity of an
MOH is quite likely.

6. Inability of the engine to match its original power, a
gradual inability of engines equipped with fixed-pitch propel
lers to attain static and takeoff rpm equal to original values
will usually mean wear to the point of engine efficiency loss.
When this is true, a TOH or MOB is at hand.

7. A gradual and consistent inability of constant-speed
propeller-equipped airplanes to match original airspeeds with
like power settings nearly always signals a needed TOH or
MOH.

Items 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 are indications of top-end wear and
may signal the need for only a TOH. It is here that item ]
really counts. It is seldom likely that a 900-hour engine, since
new or overhauled to new limits, would need an MOH.

In situations where background history isn't available, or
untrustworthy, Item 5 can be helpful by comparing actual
readings to owner's manual specifications.

An owner who replaces his run-out engine with a new
engine, or an engine overhauled to new limits, or has the
original engine overhauled to new limits, has the opportunity
for a new and continuous background history. Although a
background history is not the complete answer to when to
overhaul, it helps considerably,

Some will surely note that I did not include an engine
overhauled to service limits in the preceding paragraph,
This was intentional, but not prejudicious. An engine over
hauled to service limits could have a variety of fits ranging
the complete wear spectrum from service limits to brand-new.
Such a situation makes it difficult to determine an accurate
starting point, since parts already worn have a head start
on the new parts having no wear. Neverthless, such an over
haul, when competently performed, should render an air
worthy engine of satisfactory behavior.

The aids previously described can be useful in this situa
tion as well. However, it may be a bit more perplexing due
to the variables existing at the onset. The final and perhaps
most important of all aids in determining when to overhaul
is to seek the guidance of a reputable A & P mechanic or
overhaul agency. 0
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